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Breaking Gender Norms in Miné Okubo’s Citizen 13660
Yuxin Zheng

During World War II, Japanese and Japanese-American people in the United States were relocated and interned 
in various internment camps under Executive Order 9066. In Citizen 13660 (1946), Japanese-American artist 
Miné Okubo uses the form of graphic narrative to document her internment in Tanforan Assembly Center and 
her subsequent relocation to Topaz, visualizing the unfair treatment of Japanese-Americans, after the bombing 
of Pearl Harbor, by the American government. In this graphic narrative, Okubo features the presence of women 
and highlights their resistance against both racism and sexism. Along with Okubo’s vivid account, scholarly 
studies on Japanese internment also suggest that Japanese-American women challenged traditional Japanese 
family values and strived for gender equality during internment as they dressed, worked, studied, and enjoyed 
leisure time in the same way that men did in internment camps. After internment ended, Japanese-American 
women further broke down traditional gender norms that silenced their voices by writing and publishing per-
sonal narratives. Although Japanese internment cannot be justified by any means, it indeed provided women 
an opportunity to reject gender norms imposed on them by traditional Japanese culture and offered them a 
space to explore their new identity as independent individuals with equal capacity as Japanese-American men.

Documenting her internment experience in 
Tanforan Assembly Center and subsequent 
relocation to Topaz in Citizen 13660 (1946), 

Japanese-American artist Miné Okubo uses the form 
of graphic narrative to visualize the treatment of Jap-
anese-Americans after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. 
In the graphic narrative, Okubo features the presence 
of women and highlights their resistance against both 
racism and sexism. Along with Okubo’s vivid account, 
studies on Japanese internment also suggest that Jap-
anese-American women challenged traditional Jap-
anese family values and strived for gender equality 
during internment as they dressed, worked, studied, 
and enjoyed leisure time in the same way that men did 
in internment camps. After internment ended, they 
further broke down traditional gender norms that si-
lenced their voices by writing and publishing person-
al narratives. Although Japanese internment cannot 
be justified by any means, it indeed provided women 
with an opportunity to reject gender norms imposed 
on them by traditional Japanese culture and a space 
to explore their new identity as independent individ-
uals with equal capacity as Japanese-American men.

Historically, large numbers of Japanese women 
came to the United States during the early-twenti-
eth-century: according to historian Valerie Matsumo-
to, over 33,000 Japanese women immigrated between 
1908 and 1924 (7). They immigrated mainly as wives 
reuniting with their husbands or as brides to be mar-
ried to Japanese men who had already settled down 
(7). As wives and mothers, first-generation (“Issei”) 
Japanese-American women stayed in the domestic 

sphere, took care of the family, and were “always the 
first to rise in the morning and the last to go to bed at 
night” (Matsumoto 7). As historian Yuji Ichioka ob-
serves, Issei women were generally left with “little 
time to socialize, even less to devote oneself to the 
leisure arts or learn something about America besides 
labor” because they were preoccupied with family 
responsibilities from dawn to dusk (349). Although 
many second-generation Japanese Americans (“Ni-
sei”) girls lived in better economic conditions and 
went to school for education, their parents still ex-
pected them to behave like traditional Japanese wom-
en and to help with domestic chores such as cooking 
and cleaning (Matsumoto 7). According to historian 
Kimberley Phillips, while many women entered the 
workplace during World War II, Japanese-American 
women were unable to find jobs and received much 
discrimination in society as “dangerous foreigners 
and disloyal citizens” (3). Shortly after the bombing 
of Pearl Harbor, the US government interned men and 
women of Japanese descent and relocated them to dif-
ferent camps, sometimes separating family members. 
In this context, Okubo’s Citizen 13660 provides a 
detailed account of internment from a woman’s per-
spective, gives Japanese-American women voice, and 
shows how they negotiate with their gender identity. 

Dress code is the primary area where Japa-
nese-American women were allowed to display 
gender nonconformity during internment. As intern-
ment camps provided limited resources for them to 
purchase feminine clothes and few occasions that 
required them to dress in feminine ways, women fre-
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quently wore men’s clothing such as jeans and slacks. 
In Citizen 13660, Okubo portrays six women of dif-
ferent ages in men’s clothes and writes in the textual 
comment, “women, from grandmothers to toddlers, 
wore slacks or jeans” (52). Although slacks and jeans 
were not women’s clothes during the time, women 
were allowed to dress in them and were not castigat-
ed for gender nonconformity. In the illustration, Oku-
bo outlines the women from the back. Sarah Dowl-
ing interprets this scene as Okubo’s attempt to create 
“indistinguishability: women without faces, dressed 
in shabby attire more typical of another gender” 
(310). Okubo does not feature female body curves 
that would have been prominent if she had chosen to 
draw the figures from the front or the side. Rather, she 
hides the curves in the women’s ill-fitting, worn-out, 
and baggy bottoms. As Okubo obscures one of the 
most visible features of a woman’s body, she blurs the 
strict distinction between masculinity and femininity 
through the resemblance of their physical appearanc-
es. Despite her intention to blur genders, Okubo does 
not completely equate femininity with masculinity. 
The figures are still clearly identifiable as women 
with their long hair, buns on the back of their heads, 
floral-patterned shirts, and a headscarf. The second 
woman from the left holds a baby in her arms, which 
is a symbol of motherhood generally associated with 
women. Through these details, Okubo explicitly 
shows the figures’ gender identity as women and af-
firms that these women can display gender noncon-
formity and maintain their gender identity at the same 
time. While Okubo denounces internment camps be-
cause they effaced the individuality of internees and 
reduced them to “one status and condition” (qtd. in 
Dowling 308), her work suggests that internment 
camp gave an opportunity for women to display 
gender nonconformity through clothing and break 
gender norms regarding physical appearance while 
still being fully recognized and accepted as women. 

Wearing men’s jeans and slacks, Japanese-Amer-
ican women were encouraged and even expected to 
work like men in internment camps. Although the dis-
ruption of gender roles posed psychological stress on 
men and led to traumatizing effects (Nagata et al. 39), 
women had an opportunity to break traditional gen-
der roles that confined them in the domestic sphere. 
Through work, they exhibited an equal capacity and 
resilience as men. Throughout Citizen 13660, Okubo 
frequently depicts herself working with tools, carry-
ing heavy loads, and fixing furniture alongside her 

brother. When she and her brother carry mattresses 
back to their room, they share equal work by carry-
ing one mattress each (45). Many other women used 
work as an opportunity to break free from traditional 
gender norms that attached a woman to her family, 
especially young single Nisei women and some mar-
ried women who were separated from their families. 
Whereas many of them had previously worked along-
side their parents or husbands to support a household, 
they now lived independently and worked with other 
women to improve their living conditions for their 
own benefits. For example, Okubo describes that 
“many of the women could not get used to the com-
munity toilets. They sought privacy by pinning up 
curtains and setting up boards” (74). Through actions 
as small as putting up curtains and setting up boards, 
women demonstrate their resilience against bad 
conditions in the internment camp, agency to enact 
changes, and capability to utilize limited resources to 
fulfill their needs. Countering gender stereotypes that 
cast them as weak and incapable, Japanese-American 
women showed that they did not need to be taken care 
of by men. Apart from working out small tasks to im-
prove their daily lives, women took up professions in 
the internment camp, such as nursing. When Okubo 
describes the hospital in Topaz, she features a nurse 
taking a patient’s pulse on the front left and another 
nurse holding a towel and checking on a patient in the 
background (162).  Documenting women working in-
dependently and taking jobs in professional settings, 
Okubo’s work shows the gradual breakdown of tradi-
tional gender norms that confine Japanese-American 
women in their households and dictate their primary 
role as wives, mothers, and caretakers of the family. 

Beyond the Topaz camp illustrated by Okubo in 
Citizen 13660, other internment camps also offered 
many different job opportunities for women when 
these camps tried to organize themselves into cities. 
In the organization process, Caucasian officials de-
veloped and headed different departments; they hired 
Japanese-American workers for various positions, 
including accounting, agriculture, education, medical 
care, and mess hall service (Matsumoto 9). Although 
the department officials almost always underpaid 
and exploited Japanese-Americans, they encouraged 
both men and women to work and offered them equal 
wages. With new job opportunities and equity in pay, 
women were not only able to be financially indepen-
dent, but were also free to experiment with different 
professions and test what they liked and disliked. 
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A young Japanese-American woman said, “First I 
wanted to find art work, but I didn’t last too long be-
cause it wasn’t very interesting . . . so I worked in 
the mess hall, but that wasn’t for me, so I went to 
the accounting department — time-keeping — and I 
enjoyed that, so I stayed there” (qtd. in Matsumoto 
9). Because of the new opportunities offered by her 
internment camp, this young woman could try out 
different jobs and finally settled down on the one that 
she personally enjoyed. In general, the new freedom 
of choice helped women explore the world outside 
the domestic sphere and become independent in their 
finances and in life decisions. Although internment 
camp officials never paid or treated their female em-
ployees as fairly as they should have, they provided 
women with career opportunities and allowed them 
to sustain themselves. With careers and financial in-
dependence, Japanese-American women no longer 
had to be confined at home as full-time mothers and 
wives. After internment ended, many Japanese-Amer-
ican women, especially single Nisei women, decided 
to separate from their family and relocate in a dif-
ferent city by themselves because their “developing 
sense of independence in the camp environment and 
their growing awareness of their abilities as workers 
contributed to their self-confidence and hence their 
desire to leave” (Matsumoto 11). A young Nisei 
woman demonstrates such confidence and self-reli-
ance as she says, “I realize the hard conditions out-
side but I think I can take it” (qtd. in Matsumoto 
11). As young Japanese-American women declared 
their capacity to sustain themselves, they explicit-
ly rejected traditional gender norms that required 
women to have a stable family, stay in the domes-
tic sphere, and set her life goal as serving her family.

Japanese-American women not only resisted gen-
der norms through work, but also found power and 
voice through education during their internment. In 
Citizen 13660, Okubo shows the presence of women 
in classrooms, which would have been discouraged, 
if not restricted, by traditional gender norms that con-
fined women at home and rejected them equal access 
to knowledge. When Okubo introduces that “school 
organization was an improvement over Tanforan,” 
she features young women sitting in the front and the 
back of the classroom (166). Whereas several young 
boys are playing cards in the front row instead of pay-
ing attention to their teacher, most girls are focused 
on the teacher and trying to learn. With a book spread 
open on her desk, the girl on the far left of the second 

row is raising her hand and responding to the teacher, 
which suggests that she is engaged in the class and 
learning new knowledge. Internment camp not only 
gave equal access to education to young Nisei women, 
but also offered older Issei women an opportunity to 
receive an equal amount of knowledge and informa-
tion as men. On the next page of the classroom scene, 
Okubo describes that “Americanization classes were 
organized and were held every night for the Issei” and 
pictures two older first-generation women listening to 
the lecture in the back of the room (167). Although 
Americanization courses in internment camps were 
essentially a problematic attempt by the US govern-
ment to discipline and assimilate Japanese-Ameri-
can citizens, they gave Issei women equal access to 
information and an opportunity to challenge gender 
norms that expected them to be clueless housewives. 
As Ann Rayson argues, when Issei women attended 
Americanization classes, they were allowed and even 
encouraged to “move away from the traditional fam-
ily system which demanded specific behavior, obli-
gation, duty, loyalty, and respect with observance of 
rank order between husband and wife” (46). Giving 
both younger and older Japanese-American women 
equal access to information, education enabled Ni-
sei women to compete with Nisei men and allowed 
Issei women to break the gender norm that expect-
ed them to be obedient and ignorant housewives. 

Between work and study, Japanese-American 
women enjoyed leisure time and developed hobbies 
in internment camps, whereas in a traditional domes-
tic household, they had to sacrifice all their time to 
serve the family. In Citizen 13660, Okubo depicts 
women spending their spare time knitting: “Knitting 
was great pastime for the womenfolks. It was also 
taken by some of the young men, who would knit 
themselves socks, mittens, caps, and sweaters. One 
had knitted a complete outfit of skirt and jacket for his 
mother, but he never displayed his skill to the public 
for fear that the girls would laugh at him” (104). In 
this scene, women enjoy themselves in their pastime 
and demonstrate their knitting skills that are superi-
or to men. When men and women enjoy their leisure 
time together in the camp, they construct an air of 
relaxation, collaboration, and equality instead of the 
strict hierarchal structure of a traditional household. 
According to Matsumoto, in many internment camps, 
women attended art courses in their leisure time and 
found “recreation and self-expression” as they learned 
handcraft and traditional Japanese art such as “flower 
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arrangement, sewing, painting, calligraphy, and wood 
carving” (9). For many Japanese-American wom-
en, leisure time did not equate boredom, but rather 
“represented access to new skills and a means to con-
tribute to the material comfort of the family” (Matsu-
moto 9). When women brought material comfort to 
the family, they demonstrated their ability to support 
and contribute to a family in ways beyond cooking 
and doing chores. As internment allowed everyone to 
enjoy leisure time, Japanese-American women used 
the opportunity to find self-expression in art, to enrich 
themselves with new skills, and to bring comfort to 
their family. Demonstrating their great capabilities be-
yond just completing domestic tasks, Japanese-Amer-
ican women defied traditional gender norms that 
only expected them to take care of their family.

Rejecting gender norms and gaining confidence 
through work, education, and leisure time, Japa-
nese-American women further broke traditional gen-
der norms that silenced them within the domestic 
sphere by writing personal narratives in their own 
voices. According to Rayson, during and after the 
internment period, more Japanese-American wom-
en than men wrote autobiographical narratives ad-
dressing their internment experience (45). Rayson 
provides an explanation for this phenomenon. Com-
pared to Japanese-American men, Japanese-Amer-
ican women were better able to “accept the loss of 
self-esteem” due to internment; they could “distance 
themselves from the relocation experience and then 
assess it,” “remember the indignities of the past,” 
and be more introspective in writing (45). These ad-
vantages empowered Japanese-American women to 
reflect on and write about their personal experience 
with their authentic voice. With Citizen 13660, Miné 
Okubo exhibits her own experience with words and 
illustrations. As Okubo includes herself on many il-
lustrations as the observer, she emphasizes that this 
narrative is told from her own perspective and in 
her own voice, the voice of a Japanese-American 
woman. On many pages throughout the narrative, 
women also occupy the most prominent positions 
and are represented as strong, resilient, and capable. 
As a female artist, Okubo shows how she and other 
women challenge traditional gender norms through 
their actions and voices. Besides Okubo, many oth-
er Japanese-American female writers are influential 
because of their writings on their internment expe-
rience. Monica Sone published her autobiograph-
ical memoir Nisei Daughter in 1953, detailing her 

experience as a Japanese-American girl in Seattle. 
Jeanne Houston drew on her personal experience in 
internment camp to write the autobiographical novel 
Farewell to Manzanar (1973) while Yoshiko Uchida 
illustrated her experience in the graphic novel Jour-
ney to Topaz (1971) (Rayson 44). As female writ-
ers present their personal experience in their unique 
voices, they are effectively “abandoning the tradi-
tional silence of her muted culture in order to become 
a part of the larger culture” (Rayson 44). Through 
the production of written accounts, Japanese-Amer-
ican women presented their ill-treatment in the in-
ternment camps, broke down the traditional gender 
norms that kept them silent in the domestic sphere, 
and rejected the historical marginalization of minori-
ty women in twentieth-century American society. 

While the internment of Japanese-American cit-
izens is inherently problematic and not justifiable by 
any means, it is important to recognize how women 
seized internment as an opportunity to reject gender 
norms, make their voices heard, and strive for gen-
der equality. As shown in Okubo’s graphic narra-
tive Citizen 13660 and many studies on internment, 
women demonstrate gender nonconformity, present 
themselves as strong and capable, and challenge tra-
ditional gender norms through dress code, work, ed-
ucation, and leisure time. Publishing personal narra-
tives in their own voices, Japanese-American artists 
and writers explicitly reject gender norms that con-
fine women as quiet, obedient, and clueless figures in 
the domestic sphere. Using their actions and voices 
to break gender norms, Japanese-American wom-
en affirm their power, independence, and individu-
ality during the time of internment and beyond.  ♦
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